Herstatin, an autoinhibitor of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 tyrosine kinase, modulates epidermal growth factor signaling pathways resulting in growth arrest.
Herstatin is an autoinhibitor of the ErbB family consisting of subdomains I and II of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (ErbB-2) extracellular domain and a novel C-terminal domain encoded by an intron. Herstatin binds to human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 and to the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), blocking receptor oligomerization and tyrosine phosphorylation. In this study, we characterized several early steps in EGFR activation and investigated downstream signaling events induced by epidermal growth factor (EGF) and by transforming growth factor alpha (TGF-alpha) in NIH3T3 cell lines expressing EGFR with and without herstatin. Herstatin expression decreased EGF-induced EGFR tyrosine phosphorylation and delayed receptor down-regulation despite receptor occupancy by ligand with normal binding affinity. Akt stimulation by EGF and TGF-alpha, but not by fibroblast growth factor 2, was almost completely blocked in the presence of herstatin. Surprisingly, EGF and TGF-alpha induced full activation of MAPK in duration and intensity and stimulated association of the EGFR with Shc and Grb2. Although MAPK was fully stimulated, herstatin expression prevented TGF-alpha-induced DNA synthesis and EGF-induced proliferation. The herstatin-mediated uncoupling of MAPK from Akt activation was also observed in Chinese hamster ovary cells co-transfected with EGFR and herstatin. These findings show that herstatin expression alters EGF and TGF-alpha signaling profiles, culminating in inhibition of proliferation.